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MobArt is proud to present “30+ Children”, a solo exhibition by Tim Cheng. Tim’s
paintings project a world from the children’s perspective.
When we were young, all of us wanted a taste of adulthood – be it trying on
mommy’s lipsticks, daddy’s oversize work shoes or holding onto a briefcase that’s
almost bigger than us, we have all done it once, twice, or even multiple times. We
love those moments, how we couldn’t wait to grow up and be like our parents.

When we grew up, we look back. Reminiscing the golden days of our childhood
years, how carefree and happy we were.

Through Tim’s paintings, he hopes to bring back those good memories of us longing
to become adults and remind us all that what we have longed for has come true and
so we should treasure and enjoy every moment of it.
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About Tim Cheng
Tim has a been a graphic designer for over ten years since he graduated from Kent Institute of Art &
Design UK, majoring in Graphic Design & Illustration.
In 2005, he started his own studio “ColorScratch Production”. Works include illustration, character,
website, animation and toy figure design.
In 2006, his animation work “ColorScratch” was among the top ten finalists in the IFVA animation
awards. After showing in the IFVA award exhibition, his works also toured around the world in
different festivals, such as Moca Shanghai, Int. Film Festival Hannover, Contemporary Chinese Artists’
Work Newcastle, KINO LAB Poland, Cabbagetown Short Film & Video Festival and On the Big
Screen Manchester.

About Pop Bites
Pop Bites, a gourmet boutique and leisure casual dining concept with a dessert series “pb pâtisserie”
that serves 6 different daily desserts to match the exquisite range of dessert wine as well as
customize wedding & birthday cake. The restaurateur and designer Calvin Yeung, describes the
concept as “Gourmet Lifestyle that offers perfect harmony between comfort food, great music, love
and laughter, all in a one-stop-shop. This is a place where people can get a quick recharge.”
All of this takes place with a cool backdrop where we have DJ spinning on Friday & Saturday night
and a CD station where guests can purchase any CD all year round.

About MobArt Gallery
MobArt is an art gallery with a twist. Unlike the traditional art galleries, we don’t have a physical
space, we are mobile. We “pop up” everywhere in the city and may one day appear just round the
corner of where you live or work.
Our Concept is simple – we utilise alternative urban spaces like restaurants, coffee shops, lounges
etc. to curate Art shows.
Our Goal is clear – to make Hong Kong a better place for Art. Elevating people’s interest and
appreciation for Art by making Art an integral part of our everyday life would in turn foster an
environment that supports and nurtures young, talented artists.

Join us and become part of the MobArt movement!
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